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Electrical transport in single-walled carbon nanotube bundles embedded
in Langmuir–Blodgett monolayers
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Abstract

Langmuir films consisting of single-walled carbon nanotubes and surfactant molecules were deposited on substrates with lithographi-
cally defined electrode arrays. Atomic force microscopy revealed a different matrix structure of the Langmuir–Blodgett monolayers
compared to monolayers on bare substrates. Electrical transport measurements were performed on individual thin bundles at room
temperature and 4.2 K. At low temperatures, the currentrvoltage characteristics show a non-linear dependence with step-like features,
which are critically discussed in the frame of Coulomb charging theory and electron tunneling through discrete energy levels. q 2000
Elsevier Science S.A. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Ž . Ž .Nanotubes NTs incorporated in polymer matrices
attract considerable interest as composites for mechanical

Ž .and optical applications. Langmuir–Blodgett LB films
Ž .containing single-walled carbon nanotubes SWNTs are a

suitable model system to study, e.g., the phase segregation
behaviour of such materials. Moreover, monolayer transfer
by the LB technique is well suited for covering an elec-
trode array with just a few single NTs or NT bundles,
which allows electrical measurements on individual ob-
jects.

Recent electrical transport investigations on adsorbed
w xindividual SWNTs 1 and individual bundles of SWNTs

w x2 provided evidence for electron energy quantization due
w xto the finite tube length. Theoretical 3 and experimental

w x4 studies suggest that tube bending introduces local elec-
tronic defects that impede the electron propagation along
the NT.

In the present study, LB monolayers, consisting of NTs
homogeneously distributed in a matrix of amphiphilic
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molecules, were deposited on a substrate with electron-
lithographically defined electrode arrays. One goal was to
elucidate the matrix structure and its influence on the
electrical transport through the embedded SWNTs. The
information obtained from the two-terminal currentrvolt-

Ž .age IrV characteristics of the SWNT bundles is criti-
cally discussed in terms of Coulomb charging and tun-
nelling through discrete energy levels.

2. Experimental

The electrode arrays were produced by conventional
Ž .electron beam lithography EBL using a modified SEM

Ž . Ž .Hitachi 2300 and a two-layer poly methyl methacrylate
Ž . Ž .PMMA resist system. AurPd 60 at.% r 40 at.%
electrodes 14 nm in height, approximately 100 nm in width
and 2 mm in length and spaced by about 100 nm were
defined on an Si wafer with a 1 mm thick thermally grown
SiO layer.2

In order to remove residual PMMA resist, the substrate
was irradiated for 1 h with monochromatic UV light
Ž .ls254 nm at a distance of about 1 cm from the UV
source of 6 W power. Then the substrate was successively
rinsed with acetone and isopropanol. Finally, it was
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Ž .silanized in hexamethyldisilazanerchloroform 1 vol:1 vol
for 12 h at room temperature.

SWNT raw material produced by the arc discharge
method was dispersed in an aqueous lithium dodecyl sul-

Ž .fate LDS solution with the aid of ultrasonic agitation.
Then the dispersion was purified and spread onto an

Ž . Žaqueous subphase Ts218C containing poly allylamine
. w xhydrochloride as described recently 5 .

For LB film preparation, a commercially available
trough with two movable barriers was used. After spread-
ing of the purified dispersion, the Langmuir film was
compressed at a rate of 10 mmrmin and kept at a surface
pressure of ps14 mNrm. Film stabilization was ob-
served after 5–10 min.

Subsequently, the Langmuir film was deposited hori-
w xzontally according to the Schaefer method 6 by lowering

the substrate with a speed of 1 mmrmin and removing it
after a period of 1 min with a speed of 0.5 mmrmin. The
transfer ratio was found to be close to 2, which is ex-

w xplained by restructuring of the surfactant matrix 5 . De-
posited monolayers were investigated by atomic force

Ž . Žmicroscopy AFM in Tapping Mode Digital Instruments,
.Nanoscope IIIa . Electrical measurements were performed

under He atmosphere at room and liquid helium tempera-
ture using a standard DC set-up applying voltage and
measuring current.

3. Results and discussion

In Fig. 1, an AFM image of an LB monolayer on an
electrode array is shown. The LDS matrix appears to be
flat, in contrast to monolayers deposited on a bare SiO2

Fig. 1. AFM image of an LB monolayer consisting of SWNTs embedded
in the surfactant matrix deposited on electrodes. The electrically investi-
gated bundles are marked with arrows.

Ž .Fig. 2. The Ir V characteristics at room temperature of the bundles 1 ,
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 and 3 are shown in a , b and c , respectively. Note the current

Ž . Ž . Ž .scale in b , in contrast to a and c . The solid lines are linear fits.

w xsurface 5 . The different matrix structure probably results
from a modification of the substrate surface by the EBL
procedure. The matrix is not fully continuous, i.e., it

Ž .exhibits holes black spots in the AFM image . This allows
one to determine the height of the matrix, which was found
from the AFM section profiles to be about 2.5 nm.

The SWNTs and SWNT bundles are well separated and
homogeneously distributed. Moreover, in contrast to LB

w xfilms of other matrix-embedded macromolecules 7 , the
tubes do not agglomerate into domains. Although the
matrix is not fully continuous, the tubes are almost com-
pletely enclosed by the surfactant molecules.

In our experiments, the pure surfactant matrix exhibited
a resistance larger than 1012

V. The room temperature
Ž . Ž . Ž .IrV characteristic of the bundles 1 , 2 and 3 is shown

in Fig. 2a, b and c, respectively. In all three cases, the
room temperature characteristic shows a linear depen-
dence. The significant current fluctuations are attributed to
thermally induced instabilities of the electrical contact
between bundle and electrode. From the slope of the

Ž .linearly fitted lines solid , one obtains a resistance of
Ž . Ž . Ž .14.6"0.4 MV for bundle 1 , 1.8"0.1 MV for

Ž . Ž . Ž .bundle 2 and 5"0.2 MV for bundle 3 . These values
are within the range observed for SWNTs adsorbed on

w xprefabricated electrodes 1,8 . It is, therefore, concluded
that the surfactant matrix does not form a closed insulating
layer between bundle and electrode, and that only a native
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Ž . Ž .Fig. 3. a The Ir V characteristics of bundle 1 at 4.2 K. Note that
Ž .bundle 1 is the only one that bridges neighbouring electrodes and it has

the largest ratio between the length of the full bundle and of the part
Ž . Ž .between the electrodes. The dimensions of bundle 1 are: 2.5"0.5 nm

Ž . Ž .in diameter, 830"10 nm entire bundle length and 90"5 nm segment
Ž .length between electrodes. b The Ir V characteristic at 4.2 K of bundle

Ž . Ž . Ž .2 . c The Ir V characteristic of bundle 3 shows two weakly pro-
Ž .nounced steps. The insets show the first derivative Fourier-filtered of

the curves. Arrows mark the step positions.

w xhydrocarbon adsorbate layer 9 exists on the AurPd elec-
trodes.

At liquid helium temperature, the thermally induced
fluctuations are suppressed. Additionally, the IrV charac-

Ž . Ž .teristic of bundle 1 Fig. 3a exhibits step-like features.
Ž .The IrV curve of bundle 2 also shows steps, although

Ž .less pronounced Fig. 3b . Only two weak steps are ob-
Ž . Ž .served in the case of bundle 3 Fig. 3c . The insets show

the first derivative with the arrows marking the step posi-
tions.

One might be tempted to interpret the current steps in
the IrV characteristic of the bundles in terms of Coulomb
charging and single electron tunnelling through discrete
energy levels and to evaluate whether the SWNT bundles
are segmented due to its bending over the electrodes.

In the following, the limits of such an approach are
discussed, as exemplified for the specific case of bundle
Ž .1 . It should be noted that the same conclusions hold for

Ž .bundle 2 , whereas the number of steps in the IrV
Ž .characteristic of bundle 3 is not sufficient for an analysis

within this framework.
In the frame of Coulomb charging theory, the SWNT

bundle and the surrounding electrodes can be regarded as a
Ž .nanoscale ‘‘island’’ or dot with contact resistances much

larger than hre2 f25.8 kV. Such an island exhibits cur-
rent steps in the IrV characteristic with spacings deter-

Ž .mined by 2 E E : charging energy of the island , or theC C
w xdiscrete level spacing D E, or both 10 . E is obtained byC

E s 1r2 e2rC 1Ž . Ž .C Ý

where C is the total capacitance of the island, given byÝ
the sum over capacitances C with C being the capaci-i i

w xtance of the bundle to the electrode i 11 .
For a first approximation of E for the SWNT bundleC

w x1,4 , its self-capacitance C , which depends on its diam-self
w xeter d and its electrically active length L 1 , is set equal to
Ž Ž ..C . The self-capacitance of the entire upper index eÝ
Ž Ž ..SWNT bundle and the bundle segment upper index s

between the electrodes, C Že. and C Žs. , can be estimatedself self

assuming the bundle to be of ellipsoidal shape with d<L.
Thus,

y1Ž j.C 'C f2p´ ´ L ln 2 Lrd jse,s 2� 4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý self 0 r

with the vacuum permittivity ´ and the permittivity of the0
Ž . w xcarbon bundle ´ f3 as for graphite 12 . The calculatedr

values of C Že. and C Žs. are presented in Table 1. Theself self

spacing D E of the discrete energy levels, which is due to
the finite length L of a bundle, is approximately given by

w x0.5rL eV, where L is given in nm 13 .
To convert the voltage scale in Fig. 3a into an energy

scale, the capacitive coupling factor a between bundle and
w xbiased electrode is needed 11 . In a recent article by

w xBockrath et al. 14 , a symmetric coupling, i.e., as1r2,
was assumed. Using as1r2, the maximum step separa-

Table 1
Self-capacitances, C and C1 2

Žs. Že. Ž . ŽEstimated values for C , C , C and C . L s 90"5 nm, L s 160Ý Ý 1 2 1 2
. Ž ."10 nm. The dimensions of bundle 1 are given in Fig. 3.

Žs. Že.w x w x w x w xC aF C aF C aF C aFself self 1 2

3.5"0.2 21.3"0.7 3.3"0.3 5.9"0.5
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Ž .tion DV of 19 mV Fig. 3 is converted to eDVas9.5
meV. This value is quite close to but yet larger than

Že. Ž . Ž . Ž .2 E s 7.5"0.2 meV calculated by Eqs. 1 and 2 . OnC
Žs. Ž .the other hand, 2 E s 42.2"2.6 meV is too large, andC

Že. Ž . Žs. Ž .D E s 0.6"0.01 meV and D E s 5.5"0.3 meV
are both too small.

At this point, it has to be noted that C is close to theÝ
self-capacitance C of the nanoscale object between theself

electrodes only if the C s and the sum of the C s arei i

negligible compared to the magnitude of C . If not, theself

actual value of C is larger than C .Ý self

Considering the size and the geometrical arrangement
Ž .of the electrodes Fig. 1 , C and C can be estimated1 2

using a plate-capacitor model. Towards this end, the spac-
ing S of the plates is approximated by the sum of the
typical thickness h of the hydrocarbon adsorbate layer
Ž .f0.5 nm for flat lying chains and half of the diameter of
the bundle dr2. The C s are then given byi

C s´ ´ dL rS is1,2 , Sshq dr2 3Ž . Ž . Ž .i 0 r i

with L being the length of the bundle over electrode i andi
w x´ f3 the permittivity of the hydrocarbon layer 15 . Ther

calculated capacitances of the two bundle-electrode con-
tacts C and C are given in Table 1.1 2

As an important result, the estimated C and C are of1 2

the same order of magnitude as C Žs. . The sum of C andself 1

C is almost the half of C Že. . This comparison shows that2 self

the influence of the electrodes on the electron system of
the SWNT bundle, due to the screened electron–electron

w xinteraction in the region of the electrodes 16 , is substan-
tial and consequently C differs considerably from C Že. orÝ self

C Žs. .self

Using a value C )C Žs. , values of 2 EŽs. are obtainedÝ self C

which approach the observed maximum step separation of
eDVas9.5 meV. In contrast, 2 EŽe. deviates even more.C

Therefore, the electrically active length seems to be close
to that of the bundle segment.

However, in the case of an asymmetric capacitive cou-
pling, a would be either larger or smaller than 1r2. For
a-1r2, the entire bundle length would be assumed to be
electrically active. If a)1r2, again the bundle segment
would be interpreted as the electrically active length. It
follows from these considerations that our experimental
data cannot be used to decide whether the SWNT bundle is
segmented due to tube bending or not.

The above discussion demonstrates that any interpreta-
tion of the experimental data should take into account a
number of crucial points. It is the total capacitance of the
island C that has to be used to evaluate the chargingÝ
energy E . The self-capacitance of the SWNT bundle CC self

should be approximated by C , only if the C s are smallÝ i

compared to C . Otherwise, equating C with Cself Ý self

would lead to misinterpretation of experimental data.
Moreover, the capacitive couplings of the SWNTs to the
electrodes are needed to convert the voltage scale of the
IrV characteristics into an energy scale. The knowledge of

these couplings would allow a correct comparison between
observed step separations and estimated values of E .C

4. Conclusion

Langmuir films consisting of SWNTs and surfactant
molecules were successfully deposited on electrode arrays.
The surfactant matrix exhibits a different structure than on
bare SirSiO wafers. The embedded SWNTs and SWNT2

bundles are homogeneously distributed and no agglomera-
tion into domains could be observed. The room tempera-
ture resistance in the MV range excludes a fully insulating
surfactant layer between bundles and electrodes. At a
temperature of 4.2 K, steps are observed in the IrV
characteristic. Their interpretation is difficult due to the
unknown capacitive coupling factors of the electrodes to
the bundle. These factors could be obtained by gate-depen-
dent measurements.

It has to be noted, however, that the nanotube is not an
isolated object. The presence and geometry of the elec-
trodes strongly influence the total capacitance of the
nanoscale object and thus its transport properties. For the
present contact geometry, this means that the total capaci-
tance C can easily exceed the self-capacitance C ofÝ self

the SWNT bundle. It was discussed that C and C are of1 2
Ž j. Ž .the same order of magnitude as C jse, s . Therefore,self

it is impossible to distinguish whether the SWNT bundle is
segmented due to tube bending or not.
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